Introduction
The expected accuracy of recent marine geoid models at scales shorter than about 4000 km is still at the decimeter level. This is not adequate for determination of the mean global ocean circulation at these length scales [Chelton, 1988; Nerem et al., 1990; Fu et al., 1996] . The only direct way to use satellite altimeter observations for determining the mean global ocean circulation is to combine the altimeter observations with a geoid model with centimeter precision at all wavelengths. Gille [1990] and Qiu et al. [1991] , 1996] . This approach is beginning to work because of improvements in the accuracy of the latest geoid models. A limiting factor in both approaches is that the errors in the gravity model are larger than the MSSDT signal for wavelengths smaller than approximately 4000 km. The short wavelength part of the MSSDT can therefore not be separated from the gravity field.
In the next section the observations are described. In this paper a method is proposed to estimate MSSDT from satellite altimeter observations of sea surface variability (section 3). It is based on time averaging of a simplified vorticity equation in which sea surface topography is separated in a mean and a time-varying part (section 2).
The approximation is valid only for ocean areas with strong mesoscale variability such as the major western boundary currents and the jets within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Application of this method shows surprisingly promising results (section 4) as compared to hydrographic observations in three major western boundary currents of the Southern Ocean. A more detailed comparison between climatology and the new MSSDT fields is achieved by comparing meridional sections (section 6). Section 7 shows how mean and timevariable flow can be combined to determine absolute time-varying sea surface topography fields from the altimetry time series. This is applied to determine ring shedding in the Agulhas Retrofiection area. In the concluding section the method, its results, and limitations are summarized and discussed.
Data
The geostrophic surface flow and sea surface dynamic topography, •7, can be decomposed in a time-averaged mostly large-scale part ( Gridding has been done with a 1 ø decorrelation distance. Obviously, the 0.5 ø grid oversampled the spatial scales Geosat is able to resolve. This oversampling is chosen for computational purposes. The spatial derivatives, necessary to compute the above mentioned eddy stress terms, are derived over a 1ø spatial distance both in longitudinal and latitudinal direction. Let • be the time-variable relative vorticity:
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•' = The horizontal resolution is chosen according to the observations, e.g., Ax = Ay = 0.5 ø. Necessary boundary conditions for this elliptic differential equation are taken from climatology and prescribed on closed contours where the sea surface variability equals 7 cm. Results of changing this boundary condition showed more sensitivity to the smoothness of the contour than to the magnitude of variability. Those contours enclose ocean regions where the ocean signal is large compared to the altimeter noise level which means that the right-hand side of (9) can be determined with confidence.
• In this section the iterative solving strategy described above for obtaining an approximate mean surface dynamic topography from the observed eddy fluxes is applied to the most eddy-active areas of the world ocean. The expected accuracy of the marine geoid at scales shorter than about 1400 km is not adequate for determination of the mean global ocean circulation at these length scales [Chelton, 1988; Nerem et al., 1990 ]. The only direct way to use satellite altimeter observations for determining the mean global ocean circulation is to combine the altimeter observations with a geoid model with centimeter precision at all wavelengths. Thus, as long as there is no accurate geoid down to the mesoscale, the results presented in this study may be a good alternative.
